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NATIONALAERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

TECHNICAL NOTE D-334

MOTION AND HEATING DURING ATMOSPHERE

REENTRY OF SPACE VEHICLES

By Thomas J. Wong_ Glen Goodwin, and Robert E. Slye

SUMMARY

The results of an analysis of the motion and heating during atmos-

pheric reentry of manned space vehicles has shown the following:

I. Flight-corridor depths which allow reentry in a single pass

decrease rapidly as the reentry speed increases if the maximum decelera-

tion is limited to lOg.

2. Use of aerodynamic lift can result in a three- to fivefold

increase in corridor depth over that available to a ballistic vehicle
for the same deceleration limits.

3. Use of aerodynamic lift to widen these reentry corridors causes

a heating penalty which becomes severe for values of the lift-drag ratio

greater than unity for constant lift-drag entry.

4. In the region of most intense convective heating the inviscid

flow is generally in chemical equilibrium but the boundary-layer flows

are out of equilibrium. Heating rates for the nonequilibrium boundary

layer are generally lower than for the corresponding equilibrium cas@.

5. Radiative heating from the hot gas trapped between the shock

wave and the body stagnation region may be as severe as the convective

heating and unfortunately occurs at approximately the same time in the

flight.

INTRODUCTION

Reentry into the earth's atmosphere at circular satellite speed

has been studied extensively in recent years. However_ as space voyages

become more ambitious and atmosphere reentry is made from flights in

the vicinity of the near planets or the moon, the reentry speed will be

in excess of circular satellite speed. It has been found by a number of
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investigators that as the reentry speeds increase, the manned vehicle

must be guided through relatively narrow corridors in order to enter in

a single pass or to avoid excessive deceleration and heating (refs. 1

and 2).

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss these reentry corridors,

to show how they may be widened by aerodynamic forces, and to assess the

heating penalties paid for this aerodynamic widening. In addition to

the main objective, the various modes of aerodynamic heating to the

reentry vehicle will be discussed.
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SYMBOLS

vehicle reference area, sq ft

vehicle drag coefficient

drag coefficient at zero lift

maximum drag coefficient

vehicle lift coefficient

maximum lift coefficient

coefficient in total-heat equation

coefficient in heating-rate equation

maximum resultant deceleration, g units

earth's gravity acceleration, 32.2 ft/sec 2

vehicle lift-drag ratio

maximum vehicle lift-drag ratio

stagnation-point heat absorbed, Btu/sq ft

stagnation-point heating rate, Btu/(sq ft)(sec)

nose radius, ft
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Reynolds number

earth' s radius, ft

reentry velocity, ft/sec

entrance velocity ratio, VE

exit velocity ratio or final velocity ratio in total-heat

equation

vehicle weight, ib

corridor depth, miles

angle of attack, deg

REENTRY CORRIDORS

Figure i illustrates what is meant by a reentry corridor. A space

vehicle approaching the earth is on a flight path which is a conic sec-

tion until it encounters the earth's atmosphere, where the flight path

will depart from the conic shape because of aerodynamic forces. The

overshoot boundary is defined as the path at which the vehicle Just

encounters enough atmospheric drag to slow down sufficiently to enter

in a single pass. Flight paths above this overshoot boundary result in

a multiple pass reentry. The lower or undershoot boundary is determined

by deceleration limits, usually taken as 10g for manned reentry vehicles.

The corridor boundaries, however, may be further limited by heating
considerations.

It is convenient to define the corridor depth as the difference in

conic perigee altitude between the overshoot and the undershoot boundary.

Conic perigee is the perigee the vehicle would experience in the absence

of an atmosphere on the earth. For shallow reentries of the type dis-

cussed, the difference between the corridor depth defined in this way

and the actual depth at the outer edge of the atmosphere is small.



Effect of Reentry Speed

The depths of these reentry corridors are functions of two param-
eters: L/D and the entrance speed. The effect of entrance speed on
corridor depth is shownin figure 2.

In figure 2 is plotted the corridor depth for nonlifting vehicles
in miles as a function of VE, the ratio of reentry speed to satellite
speed. This curve was calculated by assuming a 10g maximumdeceleration
at the undershoot boundary. Note the very rapid narrowing of the corridor
depth as the entrance speed increases. For example, at a speed lO percent
greater than local satellite speed the corridor depth is roughly 26 miles;
at escape speed, the corridor has narrowed to 7 miles; and at an entrance
speed of 1.6 times satellite speed, the corridor depth is somewhatless
than 3 miles. These very narrow corridor depths, therefore, appear to
place rather strenuous requirements on guidance system accuracy and any
aerodynamic widening of these corridors which can be achieved should be
extremely helpful.

For return trips from the vicinity of the moonthe resulting reentry
speed will be approximately escape speed or a speed ratio equal to _2_
with respect to satellite speed. Therefore, the main part of this paper
will be restricted to this reentry speed.
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Effect of Deceleration Limits

The effect on the corridor depth of relaxing the restriction on

maximum deceleration is shown in figure 3. In this figure is plotted

corridor depth in miles as a function of the maximum deceleration in

g units for a nonlifting vehicle. At the overshoot boundary the decel-

eration encountered for reentry is approximately 8g and corresponds to

a zero corridor depth; as the deceleration is increased to 10g the cor-

ridor depth has opened up to about 7 miles. If a deceleration of 20g

can be tolerated by the vehicle and its occupants, the corridor depth

is increased to 20 miles. This curve was calculated by assuming that

W/CDA of the vehicle was constant during the reentry. Substantial

corridor widening can be obtained if the vehicle has a variable W/CDA.

For nonlifting vehicles, the flight corridor can be widened only by

relaxing deceleration limits or by changing the W/CDA of the vehicle

in flight.
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Effect of Lift

The next point to be considered is the widening of these corridors

by the use of aerodynamic lift, and this effect is shown in figure 4.

Corridor depth in miles is shown as a function of the lift-drag ratio

of the vehicle. The corridors shown are for reentries in which L/D

is held constant at least until the flight path becomes horizontal.

First, consider the lower region, which is the corridor depth for non-

lifting vehicles. This corridor is the 7-mile corridor for a nonlifting

vehicle experiencing a maximum deceleration of lOg. The middle shaded

region represents the corridor widening brought about by lowering of the

undershoot boundary through the use of positive lift. For values of the

lift-drag ratio up to approximately unity, considerable widening is

evident. However, at high values of the lift-drag ratio, the increase

in corridor depth becomes relatively small. High values of the lift-

drag ratio are ineffective simply because the resultant deceleration

has been limited to 10g. If a higher maximum deceleration can be tol-

erated, the rising trend of this curve persists to higher values of the

lift-drag ratio.

The corridor depth increase resulting from raising the overshoot

boundary is shown by the upper shaded region. This results from using

negative lifts to deflect the vehicle flight path downward into the denser

atmosphere so that sufficient drag can be encountered to permit entry in

a single pass. Note that the use of negative lift to raise the overshoot

boundary is not as effective as was the use of positive lift to lower

the undelshoot boundary. This results from the exponential nature of

the atmospheric density variation with altitude. Above certain altitudes

the vehicle is unable to produce sufficiently high forces to deflect its

flight path. It may now be seen that the use of lift has increased these

boundaries from 7 miles for the nonlifting vehicles, for the 10g maximum

deceleration, to 37 miles at an L/D of 1/2 and 50 miles at an L/D

of unity.

For values of the lift-drag ratio greater than i/2_ multiple-pass

entry will result if this lift-drag ratio is held constant throughout

the entire reentry. However, in reference 3 it is shown that the bene-

ficial effects of high lift-drag ratio may be realized and the vehicle

kept in the atmosphere if the lift is decreased after the vehicle flight

path has become horizontal.

It seems, then, that the use of aerodynamic lift can considerably

widen the entrance corridors. The question now raised is what penalty

is paid in terms of aerodynamic heating for this beneficial effect.

Before discussing the aerodynamic heating, it is of interest to review

the domains of fluid mechanics wherein maximum convective heating occurs

for these vehicles and to examine their flight path with the objective
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of determining whether any new mode of heat transfer appears as the

flight speeds are increased above satellite speed.

AERODYNAMIC HEATING IN CORRIDOR

Convective Heating

The flight paths of representative vehicles entering the earth's

atmosphere at escape speed are shown in figure 5. The flight paths of

three representative vehicles flying at undershoot boundary (L/D = 1/2),

overshoot boundary (L/D = -1/2), and in a nonlifting 10g maximum decel-

eration path are shown. Examination of a large number of vehicle paths

has indicated that the region of maximum convective heating lies within

an altitude band of from 150,000 to 250,000 feet and over a narrow speed

range. The region of maximum heating is shown by the shaded area and

the characteristics of the flow in the region will now be examined. A

curve representing flight at a constant Reynolds number of 106 based

upon a lO-foot length is also shown on the chart. Flig_ht paths above

this llne have Reynolds numbers of less than lO 6, and flight paths lying

below this line have Reynolds numbers greater than lO 6.

Notice that the region of severe convective heating occurs at

Reynolds numbers in the vicinity of lO 6 and, therefore, it is expected

that the flow over these bodies may be laminar. Also shown in figure 5

by the horizontal line labeled "mean-free path 5/1000 foot" is the region

where rarefaction effects would be expected to become appreciable. It

can be seen that in the region of most intense convective heating the

flow is well within the continuum regime.

It is of interest to examine the flow in the region of most intense

convective heating to determine whether the flow is in chemical equilib-

rium and also whether any new modes of heating are present which would

add to the already severe convective heating. These states of flow are

shown in figure 6 in terms of altitude as a function of velocity with

the region of maximum heating from the previous figure indicated as the

shaded rectangle. The solid line on the upper portion of the chart

divides the regions of equilibrium and nonequilibrium inviscid flow.

Flight at velocities and altitudes below this line results in flows which

are in chemical equilibrium at the boundary-layer edge for bodies having

nose radii larger than 1 foot. It appears, therefore, that the inviscid

flow will be substantially in chemical equilibrium during the regions

of most intense convective heating.

The situation is somewhat different, however, with respect to the

flow in the boundary layer. The state of the flow in the boundary layer
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is shown by the lower solid curve. Flight at altitudes and velocities
below this second curve result in flows which are in chemical equilib-

rium. Notice, however, that a large portion of the region of intense

convective heating is in a region where the flow in the boundary layer

is out of equilibrium. Admittedly, the boundary between equilibrium and

nonequilibrium is broad. The line shown in figure 6 was chosen where

the convective heating has been decreased 30 percent below its equilib-

rium value by nonequilibrium effects. Generally, nonequilibrium flows

in the boundary layer tend to reduce the convective heat transfer below

the equilibrium values for noncatalytic walls. This results from the

fact that energy is contained within the gas which would normally be

available for transfer to the body. Present estimates indicate reac-

tions at the wall will be small, as ablation is very effective in reducing

the number of atoms which diffuse to and strike the wall. In addition,

walls which are kept reasonably cold in order to survive are covered

with a layer of cold gas through which only a few atoms survive in their

trip towards the surface of the body. Chung at Ames Research Center has

recently developed theoretical methods which allow prediction of these

heating rates over shaped blunt bodies for nonequilibrium flow conditions.

Radiative Heating

Also shown in figure 6 by the solid black area is the region of

maximum radiative heating. This is the heating which arises from the

radiation from the hot gases trapped between the bow shock wave and the

body surface. In the solid black region the radiative heating is of

magnitude equal to that of the convective heating. The exact magnitude

depends upon the nose radius of the body and on the correctness of
measured air radiation rates. The general mechanism of radiation heating

will not be discussed here except to say that the radiation heating can

be as important as the convective heating, and unfortunately occurs at

nearly the same time in the flight.

To sum up, then, it can be seen from figure 6 that the invlscid

flow over most of these reentry bodies will be in equilibrium but that

the flow in the boundary layer may not be. The net result of nonequilib-

rium flow in a boundary layer is to reduce heat transfer to the wall for

the case of an ablating wall, which appears to be the one of most prac-

tical engineering importance. Radiative heating will be severe and will

occur roughly at the same time in the flight as the maximum convective

heating.
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Heating at Corridor Boundaries

There is a fundamental difference between the heating rates encoun-

tered during an overshoot boundary and an undershoot boundary. Typical

heating rates for a vehicle having a lift-drag ratio of 1/2 and W/CDAR

of 56 are shown in figure 7. In this figure are plotted the stagnation-

point heating rates as a function of time for the overshoot-boundary

flight and for flight at the undershoot boundary. Notice that the heating

rate has a very high maximum at the undershoot boundary. The heating

rate then drops to a low value and has a second maximum which occurs as

the vehicle approaches satellite speed, after which time the heating

rate is fairly low. Along the overshoot boundary the heating rates are

reasonably low, but persist for fairly long periods of time. Two con-

ditions must be dealt with by the thermal protection system: high rates

existing for a short time along the undershoot boundary, and low heating

rates persisting for a very long time along the overshoot boundary. In

other words, the thermal protection system must be able to cope with

both high heating rates for short periods and low heating rates of long

duration where the total amount of heat being taken aboard the vehicle

becomes quite large.

It is possible to estimate these heating rates by means of the

following relatively simple relations taken from reference i. The peak

value of the heating rate is

4s -- (i)

I1+ (L/D)2]

The constant Cq has been determined from machine computations and has

a value varying from unity to approximately 0.6, depending upon the

flight path. The heat absorbed between VE = 1.4 and VX = i is_

Qs : - (2)
cq x

The term CQ has also been determined from machine computations and

varies from unity to about 0.8, depending upon the flight path. The

lift-drag ratio_ which enters into these equations directly, can be

seen to reduce the heating rate_ as it occurs in the denominator of

the upper equation, and to increase the total heat absorbed. If the

vehicle lift-drag ratio were independent of the drag coefficient, esti-

mation of the heating rates for various vehicles under various flight
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conditions would be very simple. However, these two quantities are

interrelated and, in order to assess the heating penalties for widening

the corridors by the use of aerodynamic lift, a family of vehicles will
be considered.

To illustrate this point and to demonstrate why certain modes of

operation are more desirable than others from the heating standpoint,

the characteristics of a set of bodies have been determined. The assump-

tions and the bodies used are shown in figure 8. As shown by the plan

and side elevations, the bodies considered have flat-bottom delta wings

with 75° of sweep. The nose diameter was taken equal to the body thick-

ness. The drag and lift coefficients were determined from the simple

Newtonian relationships shown. The minimum value of drag coefficient

CDo was assumed to be the sum of the nose drag and wing leading-edge

drag. The skin-friction drag was neglected in this simplified analysis.

Maximum drag coefficient was taken to be 1.7 and a vehicle weight of

6,000 pounds was assumed. Figure 9 shows the calculated W/CDA as a

function of the lift-drag ratio for two modes of operation: (L/D)MAX

and CLMAX. As expected, W/CDA increased as the vehicle became thinner

and was able to produce a higher value of the lift-drag ratio. Of course,

flight at CLMAX did not result in a change in W/CDA.

The maximum heating rate at the undershoot boundary was calculated

from equation (i) for a vehicle nose diameter equal to the body thick-

mess. In figure i0 is shown the maximum heat-transfer rate for the

stagnation region of the nose as a function of the lift-drag ratio. For

vehicles operating at (L/D)MAX , W/CDA , and hence heating rate, increases

with lift-drag ratio. For operation at CLMay the heating rates increase

only slightly as the lift-drag ratio increases. This increase reflects

the smaller nose diameter of the thinner bodies. The main point evident

from this figure is that if high constant lift-drag ratio is to be used

to widen the flight corridors, then high heating rates are to be expected.

The maximum heating rate at the stagnation point of a body is not

the sole parameter used to Judge the attractiveness of a particular

design. One other quantity of interest is the total heat taken aboard

as the vehicle is decelerated from escape speed to satellite speed, and

this is shown in figure ii. Notice that as the lift-drag ratio increases,

the total heat taken aboard the vehicle increases, and for the case of

operation at (L/D)MAX , this increase in total heat is significant. The

final point of this study is to show the interdependence of these two

parameters and to indicate the order of the heating penalty for widening

reentry corridors.
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Heating rate and heat absorbed at the stagnation point as functions
of corridor depth are shownin figure 12. These quantities were obtained
from equations (i) and (2). The corresponding corridor depths were taken
from figure 4. The curves in this figure are for operation at (L/D)MAX;
heating rates are shownby the solid curve and total heat by the dashed
curve. It can be seen that the heating rate and total heat absorbed
begin to increase rather sharply above corridor depths of about 50 miles.
This increase corresponds to operation at a value of (L/D)MAX of unity
and for a constant value of the lift-drag ratio during the reentry. Oper-

ation at maximum lift coefficient_ which was shown earlier not to yield

severe heating penalties_ is not shown in this figure because_ as part of

the simplifying assumptions_ L/D at CLMAX is a constant and the corridor

depths for this mode of operation do not change. The results_ however,

would plot as a short vertical line and depart only a small amount from

the values shown at L/D = 0.6. For operation at (L/D)MAX, these results

as summed up in figure 12 certainly indicate that if lift-drag ratios

sensibly above unity are used_ a relatively large heating penalty will

result •
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The results of this analysis_ which was made with the assumption

that the lift-drag ratio and the vehicle W/CDA were constant during

the reentry_ have indicated that the corridor depths through which a

vehicle must be guided to avoid excessive decelerations and still make

an entry in a single pass are very narrow. It is indicated that the

use of aerodynamic lift can widen these corridors three- to fivefold.

Zn addition to the widening of the corridors a vehicle capable of pro-

ducing a reasonable lift-drag ratio has the advantage of being able to

produce fairly sizable amounts of lateral range. The analysis of a

simple family of bodies has indicated that rather severe heating pen-

alties are paid for corridor widening for lift-drag ratios above unity.

In addition to these general conditions_ a survey of the modes of heat

transfer in this new regime of flight speeds and altitudes has indicated

that the flow over the bodies in the inviscid region between the boundary

layer and the shock wave may be expected to be in chemical equilibrium;

the flow will probable be laminar over at least reasonably sized bodies.

Continuum flow can also be expected. It has been determined that the

flow in the boundary layer may be out of equilibrium, but the net effect

of this phenomenon on the heat-transfer rate for noncatalytic walls

appears to be a lessening of the severity of the heating problem. An

examination of the radiant energy received by the body from the hot

gases contained between the shock wave and the body surface has indi-

cated that a new mode of heating is present here which was not present

for decaying satellite or IC_M reentry. Raidant heating may be as
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severe as the convective heating for large bodies and unfortunately
occurs at the sametime in the flight.

AmesResearch Center
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration

Moffett Field, Calif., April ii, 1960
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